Satisfy Your Vinyl Fetish at the WFMU Record Fair

OCTOBER 22–23–24
METROPOLITAN PAVILION 125 W. 18TH ST. (6/7 AVE) NEW YORK CITY

WITH MUSIC FROM
PRINCE RAMA (SAT 12:45PM)
THE HAMBURGLARS (SAT 3:30PM)
TED LEO (SAT 4:30PM)
BUTTS (SUN 2PM)
FABULOUS DIAMONDS (SUN 4PM)

IN THE A/V LOUNGE
“TEEN A GO-GO”
BEDAZZLED.TV PRESENTS “MEDLEY MANIA”
“WILD AND WONDERFUL WHITES OF WEST VIRGINIA”
“HOUSE” (JAPANESE CULT HORROR)
“THE WEIRD WORLD OF BLOWFLY”
“PHI TA KHON: GHOSTS OF ISAN”
TOM CARTER (CHARALAMBIDES)
WITH VISUALS BY MARGARIDA GARCIA
DAN FRIEL (PARTS & LABOR)

AND FEATURING
NELSON’S ELECTRIC CHAIRCUT (SUN)
DUST & GROOVES’ VINYL PHOTO BOOTH (SAT/SUN)

REGULAR ADMISSION $7
FRI 7-10 PM SAT/SUN 10 AM-7 PM

EARLY ADMISSION $25
FRI 4 PM (UNLIMITED RE-ENTRY)

WFMU.ORG/RECFAIR

“I just LOVE the smell of Vinyl.”

JOIN THE WFMU MAILING LIST!

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY ______________________ STATE _____ ZIP ______

WFMU-W $2 OFF WITH THIS AD  E-MAIL ________________________________